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Convince by WOW Factor

What really convinces the customers of
the Artificial Intelligence based solutions of SEMIC
RF from Taufkirchen near Munich, Germany? Wolfgang Gruber knows
the answer: „Everybody moves with us. When we come to see a customer, everyone
is absolutely thrilled. In our demonstrations you can see the wow factor. People cannot
believe it. That‘s the driving force. “
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Positive Response
Founded in October 1986, SEMIC
RF Electronic GmbH today employs 5 people in Taufkirchen, Germany. Another 120 employees are
developing software for AI applications in India. „We already have
many positive references,“ Wolf-
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Specific Solutions

We present the first electronic employee who can do
everything

very quickly. Treat your patient in
this way and you will most likely be
successful. ‚In the US, we already
got FDA approval for DBT, in the
EU we want to start next. “
Wolfgang also reports enthusiastically about the possibilities of
SEMIC Sidekick: „We present the
first electronic employee who can
do everything. As a virtual assistant, he can organize appointment
calendars and send messages to
He calls customers, concludes
contracts, reads PDF, Excel and
Word documents, interprets them
and acts on the basis of this information. This electronic employee
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business partners independently.

